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Prof Mat Hughes:
Brief bio

• Professor of Entrepreneurship and Innovation at Loughborough 

University School of Business and Economics (UK).

• Founding Director of the Centre for Corporate Entrepreneurship 

and Innovation.

• Visiting Professor at Shanghai University School of Management.

• Editor of Entrepreneurship Research Journal and Associate Editor 

of the Journal of Family Business Strategy.

• Editorial Board Member of Journal of Business Venturing, Journal 

of Management Studies, and British Journal of Management.

• Over 5000 citations on Google Scholar.

• Advisor to several businesses, large and small.

• Research interests: Building, managing and sustaining an 

innovating organization across contexts (new ventures, corporates, 

multinationals, family firms)

• Co-author of IFB report on “Family Business Entrepreneurship” 

(with Mike Wright, Louise Scholes, Alfredo De Massis and Josip Kotlar)
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Agenda

1. Resilience as a property, not a state.

2. Moving from ‘resilience’ to ‘resurgence’.

 Thriving after the pandemic.

3. What do we need to have to thrive and not 

just survive?

 And a note on the ability to improvise.
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Podcast Series

• Apple Podcasts: https://tinyurl.com/y3dblrgd

• Spotify: https://tinyurl.com/1t9dmk5v

• SoundCloud: https://tinyurl.com/y3asss43

• See also Familybusiness.org 

https://tinyurl.com/y3dblrgd
https://tinyurl.com/1t9dmk5v
https://tinyurl.com/y3asss43


A note about Covid-19 as a crisis:
“The new normal” is not new!

• The term “New Normal” was coined in 2010 by Mohamed El‐Erian in his 

well‐known Per Jacobsson lecture entitled ‘Navigating the New Normal in 

Industrial Countries’, to state: 

“Our use of the term [New Normal] was an attempt to move the discussion 

beyond the notion that the [recent financial] crisis was a mere flesh 

wound… instead the crisis cut to the bone. It was the inevitable result of 

an extraordinary, multiyear period which was anything but normal.”

Uncertainty and crisis events are escalating: floods, natural disasters (fires, 

earthquakes), the fall of globalization, populism, changing world-leaders, 

pandemics and new strains (SARS, Bird flu, Covid), financial and economic 

crises, social crises, climate, technology…



UNCERTAINTY 
is everywhere 
now…

…Resilience invariably 

involves taking 

judgments under 

uncertainty.

We need to 

understand what 

resilience entails, and 

the risks it carries for 

good judgement.



What does it mean to be resilient?

• It is a property, not a state. Resilience is fluid.

• To be resilient is not to be inert.

 Inertia represents an inability to change course without 
deliberate force.

• Think of is as developing a hard shell, or possessing a 
buffer, but not unchanging.

To be able to endure shock and stress, and grow again.

• Short-term reactions such as firing or cutting workforce can 
potentially backfire: think very carefully about interactions 
between firm capabilities and resources.

Can include “pivoting” e.g., to produce urgently needed 
new products and services so long as the firm has the 
necessary capabilities.



Some examples



Challenges to resilience in the family firm

Management 
readiness, 

management 
replaceability, 
managerial 

capacity

Internal and 
external 

relationships 
(dehumanization 

due to digital 
work routines 

and distancing)

Long-term 
orientation 

versus short-
term adaptation: 

Goals as a 
compass

Liquidity

Including:
Succession
Divorce
Heirs

Including:
Family social capital
Look beyond the nuclear
Trust

Including:
Socioemotional 
wealth versus 
financial wealth

Including:
Leverage patient capital
Use goodwill and good 
name



Actions to achieve
resilience capacity

1. The ability to persist in the face of substantial change in the 
business and external environment, or the ability to withstand 
disruption and catastrophic events.

2. Steadfast acceptance of reality and a deep belief based on strong 
values that life is meaningful and useful to make meaning out of 
events. Draw from family history and heritage BUT DO NOT let 
that bind you to unproductive courses of action.

3. The ability to improvise.



Fortification through soft factors

Heritage and legacy

Stoicism (propensity 
to leverage the 

history of the family 
firm to form survival 

instincts)

Culture of the family 
business and its 

people (family and 
non-family)

Emotional 
investments

React Absorb Assimilate
Learning 
capability



Resurgence through hard factors

Embrace 
uncertainty

Evaluate your readiness for change 
and act on that diagnosis

Malleable structures, work processes 
and routines matter

Take timely action no matter the 
uncertainty: focus on what you can 
control

Collaborate 
successfully

Leverage existing relationships and 
communicate into your supply chain

Do not abuse your suppliers and 
partners

You cannot leverage ties that bear no 
trust. Yesterdays’ moves will haunt 
you now.

Innovation and 
momentum for 
change

Business practices will need to soft: products, services, business 
models: realign and reengineer

Families invest in resilience when things are well but only use it 
when things are bad: how useful is the past and if needed exit or 
disrupt

Innovate but with a strategic purpose, and do so rapidly



There is a dark side to resilience

• Never forget the nuclear option: EXIT.

• Sometimes the best answer is to exit the 
business or exit the market. Better to have a 
disruption and building something different than 
try to survive against a bleak future. 

• The past is no guarantee of the future, and 
changes to social, work and buying practices may 
become set (just consider the changes that stuck 
in place after the 2002-2010 financial crisis).

• You must serve customers exceptionally well 
right now as customers have heightened 
sensitivity. 



Exiting can also mean entering a new 
market or launching new products or 
services: Steps (1)

1. Leverage curiosity and creativity inside and outside of the firm.

• “Crowdsourcing” inside and outside is extremely powerful.

2. Test ideas, always. Use freely available tools and resources online. Get in 

front of the customer. Find out what they want and don’t want, what would 

be authentic to them:

• Features, brands, messaging, etc.

3. Consider the governance of your business: Next generation members can 

bring new ideas; family councils and family trusts can also play a role in 

shaping innovation strategy.



“Being agile” 
…no need to do everything yourself…

• Consider how family-owned restaurants have adjusted to 
restaurant closures by leveraging take-out, delivery start-ups 
etc. This is a lesson in leveraging the capabilities of other 
businesses.

• Channel your technology and expertise elsewhere e.g., new 
product lines to new markets by Italian and French family 
fashion houses. This is a lesson in diversification.



Exiting can also mean entering 
a new market or launching new 
products or services: Steps (2)

4. Act small and rapid then scale.
• You must have a bank of social media content ready to go, have a plan for 

scale up, create and leverage awareness especially if you are not using your 
existing brands.

• Leverage others’ resources and capabilities (not just traditional supplier 
partners).

5. Figure out which trends are likely irreversible and build from there 
(think of the underlying technology, trend, problem or solution, not 
the product or service itself).

6. Don not over-promise then under-deliver: customers have 
heightened sensitivity



A cautionary note about 
decision-making:
Know what you are trying to achieve, 
and consider its ramifications

Decision
‘TRUE’

OUTCOME
PRE-

DECISIONS

Internal factors

External factors



Improvising and 
Improvisation

• Use this free diagnostic 
tool to diagnose your 
improvisation readiness: 
https://tinyurl.com/y43
q8edw

• Your Improvisation 
Readiness Index Score 
(IRIS)

https://tinyurl.com/y43q8edw
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0019850120304314


Conclusions

• Timely action beats random action, but any action beats no action. 

• Relationships are especially important to helping a family business 
adapt its ways of serving markets and to protect its position. But 
beware the family orientation lock that can come from a reliance on 
family social capital.

• Define a to-do list that enables you to embrace change, and not 
simply “put out fires.” 

• Any crisis will bring opportunities to rethink what your family 
business can do or should do moving into the future.
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Thank you!

Questions or 
thoughts?
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